Editorial Note on Cellular & molecular medicine: Open Access

I am very happy to mention that during the year 2019, the journal Cellular & Molecular Medicine: An Open Access released all issue of volume 5 on time and that are cited so many time. The most cited Research articles of volume 5 have entitled “Natriuretic Peptides, Heart, Cancer and the Cardio-Oncology” and “Lncrna Rn7sk and Cacna1g-As1 Related to the Scar Fibroblasts Proliferation in Burn Scars and Human Skin Cell”. In 2019 we released our article on time and our objective in 2020 is same to release all our article on time and trying that all of our Research article will cited, and help to increase impact factor of our journal. In 2020, the topic on which we will focused are Aging, Angiogenesis, Biomarkers, Cancer biology, Channelopathies, Cell Structure and Dynamics, Pathways and Regulation, Cellular and Molecular Basis of Disease, Differentiation and development, Endocrinology/Metabolic disease, Genetics/epigenetics, Genomics, Transcriptomics, Proteomics, etc. and we also focus on releasing a special issue in 2020 on the special topic i.e Corona Virus or related to cancer because now a day the most research going on is related to Corona virus and people shows a lot of interest on the study of Antidoid of Coronavirus. We believe that the special issue help us to increase the impact factor of our Journal.

We would like to say we not only published the article we also advertise that article because of it those article published in our journal are cited lot of time. We showcase the article which are published in our journal by social media with the help of twitter, instagram, facebook, linkedIn, etc. as we see that now a day these platform are very useful for showcase our talent in between people and if we share our excellence on social media so lot of people appreciate our work and it will help in lot of research. In twitter account there are more than 100 followers follow our pages and we believe that we increase or follower too as soon as possible and we very soon make a instagram pages at which also we share those article which was published in our journal. As we see that by using social media we share our knowledge to lot of people. We have also a linkedIn account in which we connect lot of researcher, academic staff, professor that show more interest in the new research article which are related to medical field.
I take this opportunity to acknowledge the editors and editors of chief of our journal those give their contribution and valuable time for the success of the journal and we are very thankful to Dr. Dong Fang for his support and guidance for publication of Research Article and the reviewers those give their time and contribution and review the article on time always, those reviewers name are Dr. Malla RV Sudarshan (Postdoctoral Research Scientist Department of Gastroenterology).